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Prologue 

The Making of a Theatre Teaching Artist 

The first time I saw a theatre teaching artist in action, I was 22 and a 
guest at my younger brother’s elementary school. I’d been through every 
facet of theatre: onstage, backstage, cleaning the stage, anything; 
everything. Nothing fit. For the previous decade, I’d been slowly building 
my acting (theatre, film, TV) and theatre tech (mostly sound and stage 
managing) resumes while simultaneously trying on service and office 
jobs and beginning my bachelor’s degree journey. I watched my shy little 
brother up in the front of the classroom with his plastic jug puppet and 
silly voice – and having a great time. It clicked and I knew that this was 
what I was supposed to do. I have spent the last 15 years in pursuit of the 
very thing: Professional Theatre Teaching Artist. 

Along the way I have worked with a variety of theatres both in the 
Portland area, and across the US. I spent some time completing my BS 
with an emphasis on Theatre Arts and a Minor in English and an MS in 
Acting for good measure. Always one to continue my own education, I 
spent the 2017-18 school year completing the Teaching Artist Studio 
training program through Young Audiences and the Professional 
Development hours through Right Brain Initiative required to be on both 
rosters. 

I have honed a particular specialty in using the tools of theatre to teach 
and integrate social and emotional skills. My approach is hands-on, 
humorous, and honors each participant’s comfort level, while having so 
much fun – and building self-confidence, communication, and 
collaboration skills. The basis of every class starts with Ten Breaths 
Away, a breathing method I created in order to calm down instantly and 
get back to what you’re doing. Good for both kids and adults! 

 



 

 

 

Act I, Sc. i 

 

“Acting” 

 

“Acting” can mean very different things to people of all ages; 

sometimes folks are very serious from a young age or are 

introduced to Theatre through schools or churches or other 

local gatherings, though in a semi-serious, and differently 

structured way. Then there are those who are here just for 

the fun – and who can blame them? Permission to use your 

body and voice in a variety of ways, be weird with old friends, 

making new ones by being even more weird, and having a 

sense of community support is important to those who might 

just love theatre as a hobby. After school programs, 

children’s theatres, and neighborhood community centers 

are the perfect places to seek out. 

In any of these three cases there are a few guidelines to keep 

in mind – some of these are time-honored rules and 

traditions that are the foundations of creating Theatre as an 

art form. Some of these are things I’ve learned as a 

professional theatre artist, teacher, and human being on this 

planet.  All are to be used a starting point to continue to 

discover, think, and play as an emerging artist.  

They are as follows:  

 

Expectations:  

-Take your individual Responsibilities seriously to create an 

awesome community. 

 

 



 

 

 

-Be generous, kind, helpful, encouraging, positive, respectful, 

and appropriately loving to everyone. Especially yourself! 

 

-Use your downtime and extra energy wisely and quietly 

(review lines quietly, warm up quietly, Ten Breaths Away 

exercises quietly, drink water quietly, have a not-very-

crunchy snack quietly). 

 

Responsibilities: 

-Learn your lines as soon as possible, but definitely by the 

deadline. 

-Do any research or extra assignments that the director 

requests; it’s to help you! 

-Be aware of the clock/respond appropriately when you are 

given a time frame (ex: “Thank you, 3 minutes”) 

-Take care of your body and mind so that you can be focused 

and ready to work (TALK to an adult about anything you 

might be having trouble with as soon as possible; if it needs 

to be private, that’s okay.) 

And… 

Having So Much Fun:  

-I think this one should be pretty obvious, but no matter how 

serious things (or people) can get, remember that we all 

come together not just to make art, but to present a PLAY.  

Theatre and acting should always be safe spaces to explore, 

create, stretch your boundaries, and most of all, have a great 

time playing with all of the amazing people you get to meet. 

With these things in mind, on to “Acting”. You might be 

wondering why the word keeps appearing in quotes. Below is 

my go-to example of what “acting” is not: 



 

 

 

You, the performer, are onstage: the lights are hot, the glare 

is in your eyes, but you try not to squint, while you cross the 

stage in an itchy costume, waving your arms around and 

saying things as loudly as possible.  

Acting is entirely different; it is living a real life onstage, in 

character, until you complete an exit. You, as the actor, 

should have control over how and why your arms (and body 

in general) are moving and develop the ability to be able to 

change your voice (without damaging your throat) to suit the 

needs of the play. This kind of acting can sometimes feel like 

work, and only starts when you have your lines learned, but 

more on that later. 

If acting is the part of theatre you choose, from serious to 

fun, be sure that you treat the responsibility as a cast 

member with respect and discipline. Sometimes people get 

the idea of “discipline” confused with punishment; discipline 

is simply organizing yourself and paying attention so that 

you can do your job to the best of your ability. Punishment is 

when you lose your allowance for not doing your chores. By 

the way, do your chores, they really help to build discipline 

within you to complete tasks you’d rather not be doing, 

quickly and efficiently, so that you can get on to the good 

stuff.  I find that even adults need to be reminded of what 

chores are for sometimes! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Act I, Sc. ii 

 

“Three C’s” 

 

Communication, Collaboration, and Self-Confidence are the 

three biggest lessons you’ll learn doing any job as a part of a 

theatre community.  This is great news! All of these skills are 

necessary to learn in order to be a well-rounded human, 

whether you’re a child, teenager, or adult. 

Everyone, especially if you live at home with parents and 

siblings, needs to learn how to communicate effectively, 

clearly, and without judgments on yourself or the folks 

you’re speaking to.  Although, the art of communication is 

not just the words that come out of your mouth; 

communication is also body language, how you hold your 

arms, face, and legs make a difference.  Being able to 

communicate silently is an incredible skill – learning it as an 

actor can help in real life situations as well.   

But what about the words that do come out of your mouth? 

Not just the ones you memorize for a scene, but the ones you 

use when giving or receiving constructive criticism, or 

“notes” as they’re called in the theatre.  Liz Lerman, the 

wonderful dance choreographer and instructor, has written a 

book, “Critical Response Process”, that details how to 

effectively communicate within the arts. Her main thesis 

boils down to this: Give compliments and praise first; ask 

questions with curiosity rather than judgments about what 

you don’t understand. Your tone of voice (a huge part of 

communicating) really makes a difference.  Remember that 

when we present art, of any kind, we present our vulnerable 



 

 

 

hearts and our job as collaborators is to respond with 

kindness to help the art blossom into something beautiful. 

 

Great collaboration comes from great communication – 

putting on a play is the ultimate example of “group work” 

where many people come together and work on a specific 

outcome. Being a part of groups that work together give you 

a wonderful opportunity to practice your new 

communication skills!  Just like the cast of a play, sometimes 

your role in a collaboration may be larger or smaller; there 

will be times when you can show off your leadership skills 

and take charge a bit, or sometimes it’s good to step back, 

listen, and focus on what you can bring to enhancing 

someone else’s ideas.  This often means dealing with 

personality types that are different than yours, or even 

having to spend a lot of time with someone you downright 

just don’t like!  In that case, the problem is yours to solve – 

you can’t change that person, but you can change your 

reaction to behaviors that trigger emotions within you.  

I’ll tell you a secret, too – “group work”, the very essence of 

collaboration, doesn’t go away.  You’ll find that all the way 

through middle school, high school, universities and even 

your job as an adult will require to you be on teams to create 

and complete projects.  Getting good at working with all 

types of people is the foundation of being a happier person 

all the way around.  Start practicing with your family first – 

they are the group you’re with the most and usually the 

people that bug you the most! 

Once you’re feeling good about your communication and 

collaboration skills, you will naturally become more self-

confident, even if the changes are small to start with.  What I 

have noticed over the years teaching theatre skills is that it 



 

 

 

becomes easier to ask questions, to speak up for yourself, 

and to speak up for others, among other pro-social 

behaviors; a very good side effect of this confidence is that 

the world becomes a less scary place and you can train your 

mind to look at new experiences as fun adventures.  Many 

times, my students have come to me later and said that the 

skills of Communication, Collaboration, and Self-Confidence 

gave them everything they needed to try other activities that 

they were nervous about. These skills will set you up for 

long-term success, no matter what you do. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Act I, Sc. iii 

 

Learn Your Lines 

 

Learning your lines as soon as possible will help the 

rehearsal process feel much less like work and more like 

play.  It’s only when you have the lines (and cues, for that 

matter) solidly in your memory that you can really start to 

explore with different kinds of emotional and physical levels.  

When you’re constantly searching for lines, you interrupt 

your own ability to actively work with your director and 

other castmates and break the flow of creativity. 

There are several ways to learn lines; the first should always 

be to read the play, then read it again and highlight your 

lines.  My top suggestion is to start saying them out loud as 

soon as possible and get comfortable with the language of the 

character how their words come out of your mouth. If you’re 

speaking in an accent, you often will hold your face in 

different ways and activating muscles that you may not use 

all the time. 

There is a tendency, in haste to learn lines, say them very 

quickly to yourself and not very loud – it is important to take 

this time to speak slowly and practice at a volume that 

engages your voice box, but not so loud that it disturbs the 

house! In addition, when rehearsing with another person, it 

is especially important to make eye contact.  You are training 

your “muscle memory” habits to actively engage your whole 

body and brain to learn lines when you practice in these ways 

– by the time you show up to the rehearsal hall, you will be 

ready to actually explore the character and deeper meaning 

of the play, rather than wracking your brain to come up with 



 

 

 

the next line. You can’t listen to your scene partner very well 

if you are distracted. 

Other great ways to learn lines include writing them out 

sentences, particularly longer monologues; your brain will 

more easily remember and connect the words when you 

watch your hands write them out.  There are also a variety of 

apps out there for the tech-friendly crowd and many of them 

are free.  A favorite technique of mine is soaking in a warm 

bath, letting the words of the character flow out of you like 

water.  

Ultimately, it’s your responsibility to get lines memorized as 

written on the page (unless the director gives you permission 

to change things) and by the deadline; how you go about it 

will depend on your learning style, the genre of play and 

character, and may even change from show to show.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Act II, Sc. i 

 

Choices 

 

In theatre you will find yourself making many choices to 

bring a character to life.  These choices can be made by 

information given to you in the script, research that you do, 

or even just because the director told you to.  These choices 

don’t always have to make sense – this is where the play part 

of rehearsal comes in.  Trying different ways to interpret the 

script means more things won’t make it past the exploration 

stage than will, but the result is the right choice for the play. 

How do you know it’s the right choice? As an actor, it means 

you are connecting with other actors, you are living the life of 

the character, and you are committed to the moments 

onstage.  

How do you know it’s not the right choice? My acting teacher 

was famous for saying “Well, that wasn’t the wrong choice, 

but it certainly wasn’t the right one.”  Choices that don’t 

work make scenes feel clunky, slow, awkward, the actors 

aren’t connecting, or something else just feels off.  There are 

really no wrong choices; after all, you have to make one.  

There are, however, only very few good choices, right 

choices. You will find that an acting class gives a great place 

to make a lot of choices, mistakes, and finding interesting 

ways to correct them.  A good instructor should guide you 

toward finding out what went wrong, where, and some other 

techniques to explore.  Not all ideas end up being the good 

ones, but almost all ideas are worth trying out. 

A note on choices; there will definitely be times when you 

have to present a scene or a play when things go so badly 



 

 

 

they get silly, unintentionally funny, or an error stands out 

like the shining sun.  There will come a time when a fellow 

theatre practitioner asks you with a wry smile if what you 

presented was a choice – a friendly acknowledgement that it 

certainly wasn’t the right one, but we’ve all been there. It will 

eventually become funny and you’ll be in on the joke, too. 

As you become a more comfortable, confident actor, you will 

get used to making choices that don’t work out – this is 

another good life skill to learn and is transferable to many 

other situations.  The ability to make a choice, have it go 

poorly and be able to shrug it off and move on without 

negative feeling about yourself is called Resilience. The more 

we practice, the easier it is deal with disappointments and 

difficulties. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Act II, Sc. i 

 

The Language of Love 

 

One of the coolest things about theatre acting is the secret 

language you get to learn.  There are lots of special terms 

that describe how and why we move across the stage in 

certain ways. For example, the further away from the 

audience an actor is, the further upstage they are. The term 

upstage originates in Medieval times when the entire stage 

was sloped or “raked” at angle so that the audience can see 

and hear all the action. Most of the stages are flat these days, 

but we still use the terms upstage and downstage (the closer 

you are to the audience) to let everyone know where an actor 

should be at any given time.  Upstage also has another 

meaning – when an actor pulls focus to themselves when it 

should be somewhere else. Don’t do this on purpose, it’s bad 

form and bad acting. Certainly not the right choice!  There 

are many more useful terms to learn and is a part of the 

communication skills that acting helps you gain.  

 

Another cool part of theatre is learning how to speak the 

language of the character – it is very likely that the 

playwright is from a different part of the country, a different 

country altogether, or even another world! It’s always a fun 

challenge to explore a character through the words provided 

on the page – authors and playwrights write every line with 

purpose and it’s why directors are always telling actors to be 

“word perfect” even if it’s difficult to get out of your mouth.  

It is your job as an actor to develop and understand why a 

character would say such a thing. The playwright usually 



 

 

 

gives many clues throughout the play about the character 

and the tone of voice that might be appropriate. Doing 

research for a play (more on that later) can help you develop 

ideas to talk about with and try on stage during rehearsals 

with the director. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Act II, sc. iii:  

 

Research/Education (Dramaturgy) 

 

A large part of being an actor happens offstage; you will 

almost always need to do some sort of research, called 

dramaturgy, to help develop a full and well-rounded 

character. For example, the children’s play called Bird Brain, 

by Richard Vetere, has only birds for characters – the type of 

research to portray a believable bird would be very different 

from researching information about a human who repairs 

cars.  Your script usually will give you many of the clues you 

need to start looking up material  - time, date, place, setting, 

etc. There are many places to start; libraries will give you 

access to knowledge in the form of librarians, books, 

magazines and all sorts of other resources. We live in a 

digital age and many actors love to get on the internet and 

start opening a million tabs; this can be helpful, but 

remember that getting outside of the computer and using 

many resources can often enhance your character creation.  

Depending on the show, the director, and the kind of acting 

you’ll be doing, it might be helpful to look up previous 

versions of the character created by actors.  You do need to 

be careful with this type of research – you need to make sure 

that you are developing your own version, rather than 

modeling your role on other actors.  Your director will 

usually tell you if this is something that would be helpful 

creating the character.  

Although it’s rare these days some theatres employ a 

dramaturg, a person whose job it is to do a large amount of 

research and make it available to the cast and crew to 



 

 

 

reference during the production. Sometimes it’s a physical 

notebook to keep for reference in a rehearsal hall, but these 

days, much of this information is shared digitally among the 

cast and crew.  Usually these are plays at Equity or other 

professional theatres where the actors or other folks are 

expected to be actively engaged in rehearsal, or building sets, 

designing costumes, production meetings – any number of 

things that don’t leave a lot of time for browsing the library 

or the internet.  Some universities still offer degrees in 

dramaturgy. 

Speaking of degrees, and education in general, it is very wise 

as an actor to stretch your muscles by taking a variety of 

acting classes and theatre-related lessons. These can be 

found at children’s theatres, school plays, after school 

programs, community theatres, parks and rec, private 

lessons, on-the-job training – there are many ways to find a 

program that works for you. I am especially fond of the 

children’s theatres for several reasons, chief among them the 

social and emotional skills that kids gain from peer-related 

learning outside of the classroom. Many children’s theatres 

also offer pre-professional programs for those that are 

focused and disciplined learners; they also offer both 

professional actors and actors-in-training opportunities to 

teach themselves and develop further leadership, time 

management, and organizational skills.   

In general, I do not recommend attending full-time schools 

or institutions that specifically and only train students for an 

acting career. I have seen both in the short-term and the 

long-term that these programs do not offer enough academic 

classes, nor place an emphasis on typical subjects such as 

math, reading, writing and other foundational classes that 



 

 

 

set a person up for success no matter the path they 

ultimately choose.  

Just like sports clubs, folks can expect to invest some money 

into these different types of trainings – however, it is 

important to know that there are many scams out there and 

there are some red flags to aware of.  Any agent, casting 

company, modeling agency, producer, director or other 

person in charge that charges you money upfront to 

represent or cast you is not someone you want to work with.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Act III, sc. iv:  

 

Into the Unknown  

 

As artists working in the Theatre, every time we embark on a 

new show we step into the unknown. We give our time, 

energy, dedication, and other parts ourselves over to the 

immense creation process that throws us into a state of 

ambiguity – where, as defined in the Oxford English 

Dictionary (a must-have resource for any artist) “as the 

qualities of being open to more than one interpretation; 

inexactitude.  In other words, we have a plan, but ultimately, 

we are unsure of the final outcome”.  This is part of the thrill 

and necessary motivators to dive deep into the world that is 

being created.   

Ambiguity comes in all forms.  A recent example from my 

teaching experiences:  

 

I have taught thousands of kids over about 20 years.  In the 

middle of March 2020, I was standing in the library of Lewis 

Elementary facing our cast of over 80 kids, as a member of 

the Directing Team leading rehearsals of a play called Bird 

Brain. We’d put well over 200 hours of work into this project 

– many of us parent and community volunteers, either 

working directly with the cast or other jobs like costuming, 

set design, set building, or lighting, among many other jobs. 

As our entire team were getting ready to have our opening 

night, the sudden severity of the COVID-19 pandemic began 

to rise and Governor Kate Brown made the necessary choice 

to place Portland in lockdown and required that all activities 



 

 

 

and gatherings be reduced to small, manageable numbers (at 

the time).  With a cast of over 80 kids, their families, and 

other community members ready to support us as audience 

members, we were faced with whether or not our show was 

going to open. Fortunately, we’d had a school-wide assembly 

that served as a dress rehearsal. It went okay, but as with any 

dress rehearsal, there were lots of mistakes and mix-ups as 

the actors had to adjust to moving around the set in bird 

costumes!  All of us really wanted the opportunity to not only 

open, but to close the show, and have the cast party as is 

traditional.  

As I stood in that library, there were many disappointed 

faces and tears, not only from the cast, but our student 

orchestra and production team members, and other involved 

adults. We were all dealing with the ultimate ambiguity, 

uncertainty, and the roller coaster of emotions they bring on. 

For a full 24 hours, everyone had to begin to understand 

their feelings by understanding that how we choose to 

interpret the circumstance in our brains is how it shows up 

in our bodies.  

 What I said that morning still stands today – we are lucky to 

have created a community together to build a show our hard 

work, dedication, and our anticipation, (and following 

directions really well!) and we are lucky that we can come 

together and talk about our feelings and how to manage 

them. When we aren’t comfortable in our emotions, our 

bodies and brains might feel like they are having a fight keep 

it all in – while this can be a natural reaction, it doesn’t have 

to be the only one. We can teach ourselves how to take a 

breath, take a moment, and look more objectively at what is 

happening and respond appropriately. It’s definitely 

disappointing to have our plans disrupted, but “putting on 



 

 

 

the show” was never the main goal anyway. It was to bring 

together a group of kids and adults to make art, have fun, 

and learn how to use our voices, bodies, and minds. And boy 

did we! We created something that brought a community of 

hundreds of people together to support each other – would 

we be crying in the library if our art didn’t matter to each 

person? All we could do is acknowledge that there wasn’t 

much to do in the moment and swim through the murky 

uncertainty together.  

Fortunately, our awesome Principal was able to allow one 

full show to be taped and then available for all to see! Whew. 

We put all that ambiguous energy and uncertain anxiety in 

presenting the best show we were able to. Costumes, 

makeup, feathers, kids flying everywhere! The exhilaration of 

show night gave the cast an extra boost and we had the best 

flocking time. We even got a cast party and some closure; 

and certainly, a very good story to tell in the future; as our 

fantastic Artistic Director, Tori Padellford said, “It’s all in 

how you look at it.” Ambiguity can be fun sometimes and our 

overall attitude makes a huge difference. But when it’s not 

fun and downright scary, learning the ability to separate our 

emotions as a temporary body sensation rather than a fact 

that your brain knows is the key to keeping calm and making 

great decisions based on clear thinking. 

My recommendation is to practice replacing the fear of the 

unknown with curiosity, courage, and a lot of deep breaths.  

 

  



 

 

 

Act III, sc. i:  

 

Walk the Set 

 

Depending on the kind of show you are working on, it is 

often a very good idea to walk in and around the set as a part 

of your pre-show warmups. Immersing yourself in the world 

created for you by the design team is very helpful (even 

essential) to an actor preparing, especially if the show is very 

physical or has a lot of obstacles.  Actors will often need to go 

over tricky choreographed moves, a stage fight, or other 

movement-based blocking just before a show.  This helps 

activate your body’s muscle memory and primes the brain 

for the actual moment in the show; it also helps your body to 

calm any nerves so that you can commit while it’s happening, 

rather than wondering if you’re going to hit your mark. 

This must be done with the Stage Manager’s permission and 

it must be given every night.  In general, if this is something 

you would like to do, it is important to ask early in the 

rehearsal process, so there aren’t any surprises on show 

nights. An SM has many moving pieces to keep in mind, so 

it’s best not to annoy them with this request out of the blue.  

As the main person in charge on a show night the Stage 

Manager is in contact with tech people to adjust lights, 

sounds, props or anything else that needs to be taken care of 

before the show. Depending on what’s going on, it may not 

be safe for an actor to start wandering around the set, and 

the Stage Manager is the only person who will know for sure 

when everything is ready.   

 



 

 

 

Act III, sc. ii:  

 

Costuming 

 

When you’re first starting out in acting classes or plays in 

community theatres, costumes usually come together with an 

assortment of your own clothes, other cast members’ clothes, 

thrift stores, or your parents’ closet, among other places.  

Putting together costumes can be fun to do, but sometimes 

it’s frustrating to search for things that are hard to find. It 

can take a lot of time and energy that an actor may not have, 

so it is common to have a dedicated Costumer as a part of the 

crew.  It can also be a little difficult to give up that control, 

but it is also liberating. 

 

A Costumer’s job is to create outfits based on dramaturgy, 

conversations with the Director, and some artistic flair. Their 

job is to make the character look like they belong in the 

world that’s onstage; sometimes this means that certain 

pieces will look weird, or be itchy, or fit so well you want to 

take them home!  Your job as an actor is wear what’s chosen 

and only evaluate its merits based on how well it functions in 

character and if you can move around and breathe properly 

in it.  You should be able to deal with basic annoyances like 

itchiness (unless you are allergic to a certain fabric, then you 

should tell your Costumer right away), tightness, or even just 

not liking the outfit. Your job is not to judge the clothing or 

complain, but rather make choices about why the character 

would wear an outfit and/or shoes.  You can always ask 

questions or make suggestions, but the Costumer is the final 

decision maker unless the Director needs a change.  

 



 

 

 

When a costume is custom-made for a show it gets built in 

the same way the set does.  Patterns are created, cut out and 

put together. There will likely be many fittings, occasionally 

special undergarments, and almost always uncomfortable 

shoes.  There is often a place to change privately, but it may 

be that the Costumer needs to see you with undergarments 

on, or it may be that what’s being built is only held together 

with safety pins.  Anyone who is under 18 should always be 

accompanied by a trustworthy adult. Every time someone 

needs to touch your body, they should ask permission and be 

clear about what they are doing. Every. Time. Even in the 

same session. They should also, ideally, have warm hands.  

 

Body modesty and feeling comfortable in your own skin are 

very important, no matter what your size. It can be easy to 

judge yourself or others based on measurements or other 

garment sizing, especially in the United States. Keep in mind 

these are just numbers on a measuring tape and do not 

reflect your worth as a person.  Working with a team in this 

capacity is an opportunity to practice self-love and deflect 

any shaming words – every body is beautiful and deserving 

of respect.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Act III, sc. iii:  

 

You, Too, Will Sort Screws 

 

Even if you are sure acting is the part you want to play in the 

Theatre, it is very important that you explore the work that 

others do, especially as a part of the technical crew and 

building sets.  Being able to build basic things, be 

comfortable with hand and power tools, and knowing how to 

quickly paint a wall are all practical applications that you will 

use for the rest of your life.  It is very satisfying to fix stuff 

around your own house or build something that didn’t come 

from a certain flat-pack store. 

 

Once the play is over and the strike has happened, all the 

leftover wood, screws, nails and other pieces have to be put 

away and stored to be reused.  Screws and nails are 

important little bits to keep and use several times, as the cost 

can add up.  Shop Managers and Tech Directors often have 

an area where everything is separated and stored.  Someone 

has to sort the nails and screws and out them back in the 

correct area. This is a boring, time consuming job; pointy 

things poke you and the metal smell sticks to your fingers.  

Many people look at it (and use it) as a punishment of sorts, 

but in a jokey way.  

 

No one wants to do this job; everyone must – but it’s also 

sort of soothing and a great way to take a brain break.  Just 

like making a bad choice can induce a wry smile, so can 

being the one chosen to sort screws.  This is the kind of 

common theatre experience that creates deep and everlasting 

bonds between people that can’t be made in any other way.   



 

 

 

 

These shared experiences onstage, offstage, backstage and in 

the audience are the backbones of humanity. The art of 

presenting a play requires that we give much of ourselves, 

but the returns are far greater than the output.  
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